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"Once again we proudly present one of the most difficult
and challenging Ultra Trails of Romania's Carpathians
and invite you to experience this amazing adventure

with us.
After 2 events (2020 and 2021) in tough times we will

meet again in Campulung Moldovenesc for a special 3rd
edition.

As regards the race proven elements remain but there
are new elements as well: new race RUNC Challenge 5k

on Friday, Rumble Rock 15k moved to Sunday and a
special designed START/FINISH area in the same location.

The best ultra runners from Romania will join people
from 15 other countries in all races. 4 Summits 88k race

is this year R.U.N.C. (Romania's Ultra National
Championship).

We wish you a lot of fun, great adventures, safe finish
line and many magical moments on the trails of this wild

mountains"

             Welcome to BUR 2022 !



              About the event
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9.600 elevation, 
semi-autonomy, 
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110km, 
6.510 elevation, 
semi-autonomy, 

30h time limit,
5 ITRA points 

88km, 
5.100 elevation, 
semi-autonomy, 

24h time limit,
3 ITRA points
NATIONAL

CHAMPIONSHIP

48km, 
3.030

elevation, 
semi-

autonomy, 
12h time limit,
3 ITRA points 

15km, 
700 negative

elevation, 
semi-

autonomy, 
3h time limit,
ITRA race 

33km, 
1.780

elevation, 
semi-

autonomy, 
8h time

limit,
2 ITRA
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5km, 
550+

elevation, 
1h30' 

 time limit,
ITRA race 

3rd edition of one of the toughest ultramarathon races in Romania, but
also very beautiful. We'll be together again in Campulung Moldovenesc
to rediscover the legendary treasure of Romania, Bucovina. From
Rarau Lady's Rocks to Devil's Mills Gorge, Secular Forest Slatioara
(300-400 years old trees), the tough climb to Pietrosu Bistritei, the
amazing journey in the Calimani National Park with its many 2000+ meter
peaks, then to the Giumalau area and a final grueling effort on a crazy climb
to Runc peak. 
These races are combining the steepness and the greatness of the rocks
with the curious shapes and the harmony of the haystacks and the grass
lands. They will lure you to the peaks to offer spectacular panoramic views.
Running in this paradise will be a lifetime experience and you’ll definitely be
coming back. From 2 to 6 ITRA points evaluation, also UTMB qualifying
race, Bucovina Ultra Rocks® can be followed throughout the whole
weekend through the LIVE TRAIL apps: Live Info and Live Run.



OFFICIAL SOCIAL MEDIA

  Robert Hajnal
W i n n e r  o f  U L T R A  R O C K S  2 0 2 013h16min, 885 ITRA performance

official page

https://www.facebook.com/
bucovinaultrarocks

official event

Bucovina Ultra Rocks® 2022

4

official account

Bucovina Ultra Rocks
(@bucovinaultrarocks) 





900 runners

150 volunteers

7 races

220km of
tracks marked
and cleaned

days  of running festival in
Campulung Moldovenesc

16 countries
represented 12H of Live

Streaming



EXPO TRAIL ZONE
BRANDS: UGLOW, Hoka, Altra Footwear, COROS, GU Energy, Maurten,
Naked, Marmot, Picture, Petzl, Ortovox, Climbing Technology, Singing
Rock, On Shoes, La Sportiva, Salomon, Salewa, The North Face, Scott, 

 Patagonia, Smartwool, Evadict, Kalenji, Aptonia, Goldnutrition, Bucovina
Shop, BUFF, Black Diamond. 

PARTNERS: Infinity Run, allmountain.ro, Edelweiss Outdoor Shop,
Decathlon Suceava, Goldnutrition Romania, Bucharest Marathon ,

Transylvania Legends   
 

Race kits distribution (all races)
18:00 BEAST 180k Athletes Presentation  

Official BUR® PROGRAM
Thursday 28th of July (12-19)

Platoul Central (nearby City Hall)



08:00 EXPO TRAIL ZONE 
           Race kits distribution (all races)

08:30 Drop Bag presentation (180k, 110k, 88k))
08:45 Start LIVE STREAMING

09:00 Start BEAST 180
09:30 Start RUNC Challenge 5k

11:00 Award Ceremony RUNC Challenge 5k
17:30 last call Drop bag presentation (110k, 88k)
18:00 4 Summits 88k Elite Athletes presentation

(R.U.N.C. - Romania Ultra National Championship)

Official BUR® PROGRAM
Friday 29th of July (08-18)

Platoul Central (nearby City Hall)



00:00 Start Ultra Rocks 110k
06:00 Start 4 Summits 88k

06:30 EXPO TRAIL ZONE 
           Race kits distribution (48k, 33k, 15k)

07:00 Start Lady's Rocks 48k
powered by EGGER Group Romania

09:00 Start Rocky 33k
11:45 First Arrivals (33k, 48k)

13:30 First Arrivals (110k)
15:00 First Arrivals (180k)
17:00 First Arrivals (88k)

19:00 Award Ceremony 48k, 33k
22:00 Drop Bag Collection (110k, 88k)

 

Official BUR® PROGRAM
Saturday 30th of July 

Partia de schi RUNC - Cabana Schiorilor



06:00 Last Arrivals 110k, 88k
06:00 Drop bag collection (110k, 88k, 180k)

07:30 Bus departure Rarau (local Stadium Parking)
08:00 Race kits distribution (15k) (Salvamont Rarau)
09:00 Start Rumble Rock 15k (Salvamont Rarau)

powered by Assist Software
10:30 First Arrivals 15k
11:00 Last Arrivals 180k

12:00 Award Ceremony 15k, 110k, 180k, 88k
13:00 Closing party VolunTEAM

13:00 last call Drop Bag pick up (180k,110k, 88k)
 

Official BUR® PROGRAM
Sunday 31st of July 

Partia de schi RUNC - Cabana Schiorilor



Prevention against extreme cold, but also hot conditions (sun protection!)
Never stop at a point in very high altitude
Not to wait until you shiver before you put on more clothes
Not to change clothes in strong windy conditions: try to do so before, or go a bit
further until you reach some kind of shelter.

Bucovina Ultra Rocks®, in particular Beast 180, Ultra Rocks 110k and 4 Summits 88k,
is neither a marathon nor an average trail. Even the best athlete can have an problems in
the middle of the night, in cold/heat and rainy conditions. Adverse circumstances might
have you wait longer for help than expected. Your personal safety therefore might also
depend on the quality of your personal equipment.

EQUIPMENT: Therefore, mandatory equipment is minimal equipment! Every participant
has to adjust this to his or her personal needs. It is most important not to pack as light as
possible (just to save a few grams), instead choose gear which best protects you against
the cold, heat, windy and  alpine conditions which might occur.
WEATHER changes and bad weather have to be expected at any time. Please keep in
mind that due to the terrain the organiser only has limited possible ways of reacting. The
organiser is going to take all decisions carefully after having examined and considered
the facts. In case of doubt, decisions will be taken in favour of the safety of the
participants. Especially we urge you to pay attention to:

ORIENTATION: Stay on the trails. If you lose the track, go back until you find the last
sign.
POLES: Pay attention what you do with your poles (especially in the first part of the race,
when the participants are closer together). Don’t put your hands into the loops, because
in case of a fall you will not be able to use your hands.
DO NOT OVERESTIMATE YOURSELF
All races are long races, which have to be prepared well. All races demands highest skills
concerning physical and psychological fitness, technical skills and experience in high
altitude mountain regions. Always run below your maximum limit (especially in the first
part), so that enough energy remains in case of difficult situations, such as a sudden
change of weather.
NUTRITION: The amount and quality of food and drink have to be adjusted to weather
conditions and supplemented by regular intake of salt. Keep a balance between fast and
slow consumption of sugar.

SAFETY
RULES



Custom T shirt from our partner SportHG

Metal
finisher 
 medal

Samples, products,
discounts and vouchers

from our partners

GOODIES AND BENEFITS



FOR PUBLIC
RACE LEADERS pasting ITRA favourites, race leader ranking,

prediction at the next points
RACER TRACKING live tracking of the racer, passage forecasting

at the next checkpoints racer’s list customization
LIVE RANKING real time general ranking, category ranking

(region / country), specific ranking
VIDEO webcam live, replay of racers’ passage on its personal
page (available 2min after its move), after the race: souvenir

video
MULTI MEDIA Applications: SMS, Live Info, website, Live Run

 

FOR RUNNERS
A DEDICATED APPLICATION Live Run app available on iOS and

Android
NOTIFICATION ranking for each checkpoint, time, remaining

distance
SECURITY drop out message, help request

FOLLOW FRIENDS information about friends at checkpoints,
timing comparison with friends or other runners

COMPARATOR performance comparison between racers
ORGANIZATION message reception

Official timing and results



Our 2022 official tasty partners are:
 

Brasserie, 99 Central, M Pub and Kitchen,
Public Street Food, Restaurant Bucovina,

Sir John, Q usine
 

You'll find the local 
Bucovina Ultra Rocks® by Kimpolung

 - official pure lager beer - 
 

You'll get 10% discount on every order between
28.07 to 1.08 (food and drinks) with the event

bracelet received at registration
 

RESTO PARTNERS



We have strong partnerships with:



Many thanks to our PARTNERS


